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Nowadays, knowledge has become one of the most important tools of power, distributing public services that accept the audience
as citizens and not consumers and provide the principle of services without �nancial worries. Moreover, the urban products have a
speci�c production and distribution channel that should be assessed. In this research, a mathematical framework is proposed for
designing the supply chain network of urban products.�emain contribution of this research is to incorporate the e�ect of public
service into urban products’ supply chain planning. In this regard, a mixed-integer mathematical model is proposed. In this
mathematical model, an attempt is made to minimize the costs of the product distribution system by considering the e�ects of
production, maintenance, and distribution. Moreover, fuzzy uncertainty has been applied to adapt the mathematical model to real
conditions. �e numerical results show that if manufacturers and distributors want to strengthen their institutions and maintain
their leadership roles as in the past, they can optimize their distribution network structure to achieve the best possible per-
formance. Moreover, technological advances and innovations in production and distribution systems can create a huge leap
in pro�tability.

1. Introduction

Since the existence of human beings, there has been
change and transformation all over the world, in every
�eld. In particular, states have turned into traditional,
modern, post-modern, liberal, interventionist, regulatory,
and reregulating state understanding. In the transfor-
mation process of the state, the organizational structure,
the service, and management it carries out have changed
along with it, and the public administration, which is
the state’s functioning mechanism and means of pro-
viding public services, has been at the center of this
di�erentiation. In this regard, urban and rural trans-
portation for required products is one of the most im-
portant factors for providing suitable sustainable
development [1, 2].

In addition to production and distribution, newmethods
have revealed ways to provide faster, more e�ective, and
quality public services to citizens, business circles, and
nongovernmental organizations [3].

�e study consists of �ve sections. First, the transition
frommanagement understanding the rural transportation of
required products as a result of changes in public admin-
istration is discussed, and the related concepts are explained.
�en, a novel mathematical model is proposed to �nd
optimal decisions. Next, the numerical results are presented,
and �nally, the discussion is provided.

2. Literature Review

Public administration, which has become an integral part of
daily life as the state’s means of action and business, has
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constantly been changing with the growth and development
of the state and the increasing needs of the people from the
early ages to the present day [4, 5].

In the nineteenth century, the state was traditionally the
Gendarmerie, which had classical duties such as security,
justice, and foreign policy, and it rapidly changed as a result
of economic issues (1929 and 1973 crises) at the beginning of
the twentieth century [6]. )e change of the state has also
changed the understanding of public administration [7].

As a result, researchers suggested that the state should
take guiding decisions in order to ensure efficient use of
resources in the economy, have a fair distribution of income,
achieve economic growth and development, and ensure
economic stability, that is, the state should be steering rather
than rowing [8]. With Keynes’s policies, it was accepted that
the state should take a more active role in the economic and
social field [8, 9].

)ere was a need for an understanding to make public
administration both efficient and responsible for its deci-
sions and transactions [10]. )e spread of democratization
discourses after 1980, localization, globalization, techno-
logical development, and the importance of nongovern-
mental organizations transformed the understanding of
public administration into a new understanding of public
administration [11]. )e new public management approach
is a flexible, transparent structure that defends the appli-
cation of market techniques to the public, gives the manager
wide authority, brings competition to the public sector,
citizen-centered, soft hierarchy, and decentralization [12].
)e new public administration aims to eliminate bureau-
cracy and paperwork in public, accelerate access to services
with the effective and efficient use of technology, and use
public resources more efficiently with target-oriented, per-
formance-based service delivery [13].

)ese are considered key factors in determining the level
of good governance [14].)ere is also a relationship between
democracy and good governance, as good governance is
located in a functioning democratic system with freedom of
expression, equality, and a sound legal system [15]. Similarly,
the United Nations Economic and Social Commission for
Asia and Pacific has listed eight main features of good
governance: participatory, consensus and legal rules, ac-
countable, transparent, sensitive, effective and efficient, and
equitable. Good governance aims to provide more and
higher-quality services to the public at less cost [16, 17]. It
does this only with an accountable, participatory, trans-
parent, and effective management approach [18].

)erefore, there is no general definition of public service.
Public service, which is one of the most fundamental issues
of administrative law, is the activity carried out by public
legal entities or private persons under their control in order
to satisfy a common and general need that has gained
importance in society [19].

Public service is the activities carried out by the state and
other public institutions directly or under the strict super-
vision, control, and responsibility of a public institution to
meet the needs of society. Public service is an activity for the
purpose of the public benefit provided or undertaken by a
public legal entity [20].

Public service can improve public product distributions
[21]. In organic terms, the public service is defined as the
whole of agents and means allocated by a public legal entity
to carry out certain tasks, while the public service in material
terms is completely independent of the characteristics of the
organization carrying out the activity, only by looking at the
nature of the activity [22, 23]. In terms of form, public
service refers to a particular procedure and a certain legal
regime [21].

)e principle of public service has a significant effect on
public product distribution. Public product distribution
meets public needs rather than private needs and targets the
public good. )e legislature will appreciate whether a need
has gained social significance to the extent that it requires the
establishment of public service [22–24].

)e fact that commercial channels include more colorful
entertainment programs has accelerated the attractiveness of
the broadcasts to the audience. )erefore, most public
service broadcasters have made some important changes to
the program’s appearance in the face of competition [25].
)e globalizing communication environment has enabled
public service broadcasting to become global, thus changing
the traditional program strategy.

Public broadcasters have learned to adapt to commercial
media markets by making their bureaucracies ruder and
lean, choosing a middle ground between popularization and
purification in their program strategy [26]. Based on this
dominant approach, in terms of public service broadcasting,
a management style in which the public is defined as a
customer, competition is praised, and marketization and the
understanding of earning income from external sources are
encouraged has come to the fore [27].

After reviewing the different aspects of public service and
urban products supply chain, the main research gap and the
contribution of this research can be presented at the inte-
gration of public service quality and urban products supply
chain planning using an optimization approach.

3. Materials and Methods

3.1. PublicBroadcastingwithSecondaryData. With the effect
of technological developments in the twenty-first century,
conditions have changed, and they continue to change day
by day. Businesses are working to be able to survive in the
global competition and maintain their existence. One of the
most important means of achieving this is the strategic
public relations function of the organizations and the cor-
porate reputation management, which is one of the most
important functions of this function [28]. In recent years,
social media has started to be used in all areas. Institutions
are also directed to social media and work to improve their
corporate reputation in these environments. At this point,
whether or not the fact that social media is used effectively by
institutions is of utmost importance in terms of reputation
[29, 30].

3.2. ProposedMathematicalModel. In this study, in order to
show innovative activities in the automotive industry, a
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mathematical model of inventory location to redesign
warehouses in a multiproduct three-level supply chain for
the automotive industry is presented. �e structure of the
proposed supply chain is inspired by [31–33]. �e supply
chain network in question includes the manufacturer,
candidate points for the construction of new and existing
warehouses, as well as customers, as shown in Figure 1.

Existing warehouses can be closed during one of the
strategic planning periods, and during the planning period,
new warehouses can be opened at one of the candidate
points at di�erent strength levels. If one of the active dis-
tribution centers is closed during the planning period, it
cannot be activated until the end of the planned period, and
if a new warehouse is built in one of the candidate points
during one of the periods, it cannot be closed until the end of
the period.

Active warehouses can increase their capacity over time.
�e costs considered in this section include the �xed cost of
constructing a new warehouse, the cost of closing an existing
plant, and the costs associated with increasing the capacity of
active plants in each time period. Each customer is assigned
to one of the active warehouses in each of the time periods,
considering the capacity limit, and in each warehouse, based
on the amount of demand allocated to the warehouse, they
issue an order from the manufacturer [34].

A �xed amount inventory policy (Q, r) is considered
taking into account the lack of recovery in each warehouse in
order to determine the optimal order amount from the
manufacturer. It should be noted that according to [34], the
total cost of inventory in (Q, r) systems is calculated based on
a nonlinear formulation.

In each of the time periods, a certain percentage of
customer demand is faced with a shortage of backlog and is
not met, and a percentage of the shortage is met in the next
period. �e costs considered in this section include inven-
tory maintenance costs, warehouse ordering costs, the costs
of transporting products from the manufacturer to the
warehouses, the �xed cost of constructing the warehouses,
the cost of closing the existing warehouses, the operating
costs of the active warehouses in each period, as well as the
costs of shortages. Due to the inherent uncertainty in the
parameters of the problem, the parameters related to cost

and customer demand have been considered fuzzy, and the
e�cient method of Jimmenez [35] has been used to deal with
uncertainties [34].

3.2.1. Sets

w ∈ we ∪wn � 1, 2, . . . , w{ }: Set of warehouses
we � 1, 2, . . . , we{ }: Set of available warehouses
wn � 1, 2, . . . , wn{ }: Set of warehouses which are pos-
sible to establish
kw � 1, 2, . . . , kw{ }: Set of warehouses capacity levels
C � 1, 2, . . . , c{ }: Set of customers
P � 1, 2, . . . , p{ }: Set of �nal products
T � 1, 2, . . . , t{ }: Set of time periods
TL ∈ T � 1, 2, . . . , t1{ }: Strategic time periods in which
new facilities can be built, shut down existing facilities,
and increase facility capacity
U � 1, 2, . . . , u{ }: Set of consolidation levels

3.2.2. Parameters

fcutj: Fixed cost of establishing a warehouse j ∈ wn at
level of u ∈ U in period t ∈ T1

sctj: Fixed cost of closing warehouse j ∈ we in period
t ∈ T1

ictjk: Cost of establishing capacity level k ∈ kw in lo-
cation j ∈ w in period t ∈ T1

octj: Operation cost in location j ∈ w in period t ∈ T
sftj: Cost saving in closing warehouse j ∈ w in period
t ∈ T1

fowtp: Fixed cost of transportation of product p ∈ P
from warehouse w ∈ we ∪wn in period t ∈ T
gwtp: Fixed cost of ordering product p ∈ P from
warehouse ∈ we ∪wn in period t ∈ T
htwp: Holding cost of product p ∈ P in warehouse
w ∈ we ∪wn in period t ∈ T
atwp: Variable cost of distribution product p ∈ P from
warehouse w ∈ we ∪wn in period t ∈ T

Manufacture

Exit Distribution center

New Distribution center
Customer zones

Figure 1: �e studded transportation network.
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Qe
j: capacity of available warehouse j ∈ we in period

t ∈ T

lpwt: Lead time of product p ∈ P in warehouse
w ∈ we ∪wn in period t ∈ T

σ2,t
cp : Variance of demand for customer c ∈ C for

product p ∈ P in period t ∈ T

μcpt: Mean demand of customer c ∈ C for product
p ∈ P in period t ∈ T

β: Weight of holding costs
θ: Weight of distribution costs
ρtp: Percentage of backorder of product p ∈ P in period
t ∈ T

π0: Fixed cost of backorders
πtp: Variable cost of backorder of product p ∈ in period
t ∈ T

ω0: Fixed cost of lost sales
ωtp: Variable cost of lost sales of product p ∈ P in
period t ∈ T

ξ0: Average shortage cost

ξtp: Average shortage time in period t ∈ T

3.2.3. Variables

Ynu
t,j : Binary variable and equal to 1 if warehouse j ∈ wn

is established in period t ∈ TL in consolidation level
u ∈ U

Ye
t,j: Binary variable and equal to 1 if warehouse in

location i ∈ we is closed in period t ∈ TL

Zwcrtp: Binary variable and equal to 1 if customer c ∈ C

is assigned to warehouse w ∈ we ∪wn in period t ∈ T

for providing product p ∈ P

Utjk: Binary variable and equal to 1 if capacity level
k ∈ kw is assigned to warehouse j ∈ w in period t ∈ TL

An
tj: Amount of capacity in warehouse j ∈ we in period

t ∈ T

Ae
tj: Amount of capacity in warehouse j ∈ wn in period

t ∈ T

3.2.4. Mathematical Formulation

MinZ � 
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tjy
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A
e
tj � 

k∈kj
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e
(t−1)j ∀j ∈ w

e
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, (6)


j∈w
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t
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, p ∈ P, t ∈ T , (8)

Zjcpt ≤ 1 − 
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τ�1,τ ∈ TL


h

Y
e
τj ∀j ∈ w

e
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c


p

Zjcptμctp ≤A
n
tj ∀j ∈ w

e
, p ∈ P, t ∈ T , (10)


c


p

Zjcptμctp ≤A
e
tj ∀j ∈ w

e
, p ∈ P, t ∈ T , (11)

Y
n,u
t,j , Y

e
t,j, Zjcpt, Utjk ∈ (0, 1) ∀j ∈ w, p ∈ P, t ∈ T, u ∈ U , (12)

A
e
tj, A

n
tj ≥ 0 ∀j ∈ w, p ∈ P, t ∈ T . (13)

Equation (1) represents the objective function of the
model. )e objective function includes minimizing fixed
ordering costs, transportation, variable ordering costs, in-
ventory maintenance costs, shortage costs, fixed cost of new
facility construction, fixed cost of closing the existing facility,
cost of increasing facility capacity, and operating cost of the
active facility. Equation (2) states that if it is activated in one of
the facilitation periods, it should not be closed until the end of
the period. Equation (3) is related to increasing the capacity of
new facilities in each period and building capacity in the new
facilities that are being built. Due to this limitation, the ca-
pacity of the facility can be increased if the facility is active
during that period. Also, if a facility is activated in any period,
one of the capacity levels must be allocated. Equation (4)
states that the capacity of existing facilities can be increased if
the existing facility remains active until the end of the period.
Equations (5) and (6) carry out capacity planning for existing
and constructed facilities in each period. )e facilitation
capacity in each time period is equal to the amount of capacity
added in the desired period and the amount of capacity
transferred from the previous period. Equation (7) states that
each point of demand in each period for each productmust be
assigned to exactly one of the active facilities. Equations (8)
and (9) state that a customer can be assigned to a facility over a
period of time if the facility is active during that period.
Equations (10) and (11) are related to the facility capacity
constraints in each period. Equations (12) and (13) show the
type of each decision variable.

3.2.5. Solution Method. In this research, in order to deal with
the uncertainties in the cost parameters and the amount of
customer demand, the Jimenez possibility method [35] has
been used due to its high efficiency. )e fuzzy method of

Jimenez et al. is programmed based on the expected value and
the expected game. Due to the efficiency and computational
simplicity, the triangular fuzzy distribution method has been
used to deal with the uncertain parameters of the model.
Assuming ξ is a triangular fuzzy number, the membership
function of this fuzzy number μ(x) is defined as follows:

μξ(x) �

fζ(x) �
x − ζp

ζm
− ζp if ζp ≤ x≤ ζm

1 if x � ζm

gζ(x) �
ζ0 − x

ζ0 − ζm
if ζm ≤x≤ ζ0

0 if x≤ ζp
or x≥ ζ0

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

(14)

Expected income (EI) and trigonometric fuzzy numbers
are obtained from equations (15) and (16):

EI(ξ) � E
ζ
1E

ζ
2  � 

1

0

f
−1
ζ (x)dx 

1

0

g
−1
ζ (x)dx

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

�
1
2

ζp
+ ζm

( 
1
2

ζ0 + ζm
  ,

(15)

EV(ξ) �
E
ζ
1 + E

ζ
2

2
�
ζp

+ 2ζm
+ ζ0

4
. (16)

Also, for the fuzzy number pairs a and b, the degree to
which a is greater than b is given in Equation (17):
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μM(x) �(a%, b%)
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(17)

μM(a%, b%)≥ α means that at degree α, a greater % is
equal to b% and is defined as a% ≥_α b%. In addition, for a
pair of fuzzy numbers a and b which is equal to b, can say:
a≥ b , a≤ b . Now consider the following fuzzy mathematical
programming model in which all parameters are considered
as fuzzy numbers.

min z � cx

aix≥ bix i � 1, . . . , l

aix � bix i � l + 1, . . . , m

x≥ 0.

(18)

According to the Jimenez method [35], Equations (19)
and (20) can be presented as the counterpart formulation of
uncertain constraints.
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Now according to Equations (18)–(20), the following
formulation can be presented.
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According to the Jimenez [35] method, the possibilistic
model of multiproduct presented to redesign the supply
chain network can be converted as follows:

MinZ � 
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n
tj

j ∈ w
n
, p ∈ P, t ∈ T

, (26)
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p

Zjcpt 1 −
α
2

 
μp

ctp + μm
ctp

2
⎛⎝ ⎞⎠ +

α
2

 
μo

ctp + μm
ctp

2
 ⎛⎝ ⎞⎠≤A

e
tj, (27)

j ∈ w
e
, p ∈ P, t ∈ T. (28)

Other constraints are the same as constraints (2)–(9) and
(12) and (13).

Moreover, in this paper, a correlation method was used
to obtain a statistical correlation between two or more
random variables. )is was done using Statistica software,
which allowed calculating the Pearson’s correlation coeffi-
cient, considered below. First, let us consider the concept of
correlation analysis. It refers to a method for processing
statistical data that measure the tightness of the relationship
between two or more variables. A significant correlation
between two random variables always evidences some sta-
tistical relationship in a given sample, but this relationship
does not necessarily have to be observed for another sample
and has a cause-and-effect nature.

To analyze the data and interpret the description of the
correlation coefficient values, the data in Table 1 are used.

Let (x1, y1), (x2, y2), . . ., (xn, yn) be a sample of n ob-
servations of a pair of variables (X, Y). )e sample corre-
lation coefficient r is defined as

r �


n
i�1 Xi − X(  Yi − Y( 

�������������������������


n
i�1 Xi − X( 

2


n
i�1 Yi − Y( 

2
 , (29)

where X, Y are the sample averages defined as follows:

X �
1
n



n

i�1
Xi, Y �

1
n



n

i�1
Yi. (30)

Further, based on the above methodology, a statistical
analysis of the data provided by the UK governance is carried
out. Methods such as induction, deduction, analysis, com-
parison, generalization, and concretization are also used.
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4. Numerical Results

In this section, the e�ciency of the multiperiod mathe-
matical model presented in order to redesign the warehouse
network is discussed.�e required data for the parameters of
this problem are generated using a uniform distribution.
Table 2 shows the important parameters needed to solve the
problem.

Finally, the mathematical model is optimized using
GAMS software. It is observed that with increasing the level
of satisfaction of the decision-maker, the total cost of the
supply chain network should increase. �e rate of these
changes from 0.1 to 0.5 is very signi�cant, and also, from 0.5
to 0.9, changes in the objective function have small £uc-
tuations. �e analysis also shows changes in the cost
function versus changes in the weight of inventory and
shipping costs. As the share of inventory and shipping costs
increases from the total costs, the value of the objective
function also increases.

4.1. �e In�uence of Distribution Systems on Technological
Innovation. First, to further analyze changes in the level of
innovation activity, consider the intensity of distribution
allocated to technological innovations in the concerned area
as shown in Figure 2.

Based on the presented data, the maximum intensity of
distribution of technological innovations in the period from
2011 to 2020 was reached in 2016, amounting to 6%, while
the minimum intensity was 3.9% in 2008 and 2016. Tech-
nological innovation activity aims to obtain and apply new
knowledge to solve technological and engineering problems,
ensuring the production and operation of the enterprise as a
single e�ective complex. It includes changes based on the
application of scienti�c and technological progress, the latest
technologies, and management tools.

Product innovation activity involves manufacturing
products or producing new services or having new char-
acteristics or ways of using them. �ere are still opportu-
nities to increase the level of product innovation since the
proportion of organizations that have implemented inno-
vations remains small.

4.2. Comparison of Implementation Product and Process In-
novations on Technological Innovations. An important in-
dicator that characterizes innovation activity is the
proportion of organizations that implement product and
process innovations. �e curves in Figure 3 show these
values for the period under review.

�e line shows that the maximum percentage of orga-
nizations having implemented product innovations for the
period under review is 66.7%, reached in 2010. Next, the
relationship between the percentage of organizations
implementing product innovations and pro�tability is
considered in Table 3.

�e correlation analysis has shown that the percentage of
supply chain pro�tability and the intensity of expenditures
have an inverse average relationship, indicating that high
costs are spent on purchasing and installing new equipment.
�e inverse relationship is due to the fact that at the be-
ginning of implementation, production decreases and in-
vestments increase during the purchase, installation of
equipment and personnel training. Further investments are
reduced, while the e�ect of innovation implementation
increases because the equipment is installed and running.

4.3. Discussion. During the last two decades, managers have
witnessed a period of tremendous global change due to
advances in technology, globalization of markets, and new
economic and political conditions. With the increase in the
number of competitors in the world class, organizations
were forced to quickly improve internal processes to remain
in the global competition scene. In the 1990s, in parallel with
the improvement in production capabilities, industry
managers realized that the materials and services received
from di�erent suppliers have a signi�cant e�ect on in-
creasing the organization’s capabilities in order to deal with
the needs of customers; this, in turn, had a double e�ect on
the organization’s focus and supply bases and sourcing

Table 1: �e correlation coe�cient values and their interpretation
[32].

�e values of the correlation coe�cient r Interpretation
0<[≤ 0.2 Very weak correlation
0.2<[≤ 0.5 Weak correlation
0.5<[≤ 0.7 Average correlation
0.7<[≤ 0.9 Strong correlation
0.9<[≤ 1 Very strong correlation

Table 2: Parameter values of the mathematical model.

fcutj Uniform (100,120) Qej Uniform (200,300)

sctj Uniform (90,100) μcpt Uniform (120,130)
ictjk Uniform (20,30) lpwt Uniform (5,12)
octj Uniform (10,15) σ2,tcp Uniform (10,30)
sftj Uniform (10,15) β Uniform (0.1,0.3)
fowtp Uniform (8,12) θ, β Uniform (0.1,0.3)
gwtp Uniform (5,8) ξ0 Uniform (0.3,0.6)
htwp Uniform (6,9) ξtp Uniform (0.2,0.5)
atwp Uniform (10,15)
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Figure 2: �e intensity of expenditures on technological inno-
vations in 2011–2020.
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strategies. Also, the managers realized that it is not enough
to produce a product with the right quality. In fact, pro-
viding products with the criteria desired by the customer and
with the quality and cost desired by them created new
management challenges for today’s organizations.With such
an attitude, the “supply chain” and “supply chain man-
agement” approaches came into existence.

�e supply chain can be de�ned as a network of related
and interdependent organizations which work together to
control, manage, and improve the £ow of materials and
information from suppliers to end users. �e behavior of
orders in the supply chain is considered an important issue,
which is the main focus of this article. �e act of ordering
during the supply chain hasmultiple processes and activities,
which indicate the system’s e�ciency and can be scheduled
and require time and resources to perform. Also, the process
indicates the performance of the system that causes a logical
sequence of activities to realize a prede�ned goal. A process
consists of activities that require resources to be realized. In
the process of ordering, orders are made during successive
activities that represent the steps required in a certain
process. In this regard, the process must be done by spending
certain resources and passing through di�erent positions
depending on the type of order. It should be noted that the

order goes through di�erent routes according to its type.�e
act of ordering during di�erent stages can have a possible
state. When the ordering action is done, its evaluation is
done by comparing the goal and the result. As mentioned,
the lack of coordination of the result and the goal causes
increased costs and loss of customers and the market. �is is
one of the main challenges in the supply chain. �is article
seeks to solve this problem or answer this basic challenge.
Due to the fact that the ordering process and the arrival of
the orders to the �nal destination are in the form of a queue
of orders, the mathematical modeling approach is used to
solve the mentioned problem in this article. �e presented
results show that supply chain optimization can provide
comprehensive solutions for managing multiple companies
at the same time.

5. Conclusion

�e understanding of public service broadcasting, whose
main functions are to educate, provide information, and
neutrality, has tried to adapt to the competitive conditions
brought about by the free market economy on the one hand
and to cope with the problems related to �nancial, tech-
nological, and audience demand on the other. Later, it has
managed to survive by adopting new accountable features
that are pioneers in producing creative, original programs
that give importance to the participation of the audience.

In this paper, in order to formulate the role of public
demand on distribution systems, a mathematical model is
presented to redesign a network of warehouses in a mul-
tiperiod, multiproduct model, taking into account the lack of
after sales. To date, no studies have been presented to re-
design multiperiod, multiproduct supply chain networks,
taking into account decisions related to warehouse redesign
and lack of backlog. Related decisions include redesigning
the chain network, locating new facilities at di�erent
strength levels, shutting down nonoptimal existing facilities,
expanding the capacity of active facilities over strategic
periods, and allocating customers to warehouses. At the
same time, decisions related to the optimal economic order
quantity for each of the active warehouses in each period
have been considered considering the shortage of recovery.
Due to the nature of the uncertainty in the parameters of the
problem, the uncertainty in the parameters related to the
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Figure 3: Percentage of organizations having implemented product innovations (%).

Table 3: Correlation analysis of the proportion between supply
chain pro�tability and the intensity of expenditures on techno-
logical innovations.

Correlation analysis
�e percentage of supply
chain pro�tability

�e intensity of expenditures on
technological innovations

66 4.1
66 5.3
62.2 5.9
66.7 2.1
59.2 6.3
59.6 5.8
59.6 5.9
60.7 5.7
52.7 5.2
64.2 3.7
Correlation analysis results
1.00 −0.51
−0.51 1.00
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cost and the amount of demand has been considered, and in
order to deal with the uncertainties, the Jimenez fuzzy
method has been used.

One of the most important managerial insights of this
research is that by optimizing the supply chain of urban
products, it is possible to have a comprehensive plan for
producing and distributing these products in the city. )is is
despite the fact that the amount of inventory is also managed
in different periods, and it is possible to manage the con-
ditions efficiently in emergency situations and when the
demand grows sharply.

As a suggestion for future research, we can mention the
solution of the proposed mathematical model using meta-
heuristic algorithms, modeling the problem by considering
routing decisions, and using other uncertainty methods to
deal with existing uncertainties.
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